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Background paper for workshop 308, Internet Governance Forum, Bali, 2013: 

 

“Privacy and Innovation - Rethinking Privacy as an Area of Opportunity and 

Innovation”  

 

Privacy is a key emerging issue in Internet Governance processes. Looked upon most often as an 

area of risk and protection, it is in this workshop viewed as an area of opportunity and innovation. 

The success of new innovative services and applications with multimedia messages that disappear 

after receipt and mounting trends in user strategies to navigate safely and anonymously online, all 

suggest that a paradigm shift is on its way. This shift entails a shift in focus where the legal 

protection of privacy rather than being described solely as an area of governance, policy making 

and basic human rights guarantee, or as an obstacle to innovation and sharing, can be viewed as the 

foundation for the evolution of digital media business models that more critically understand digital 

media as an evolving architecture of human social relations, and media privacy as a new basic 

market demand.  

 Privacy is gradually becoming a business model and business opportunity in its own 

right. Privacy has always been a business decision, but is increasingly also seen as an element of 

product quality and market differentiation. Recent trends in services and applications that are either 

fully designed to enhance privacy online or support by default privacy solutions built in existing 

services feed directly into trends in user strategies to assume control and navigate online social 

privacy (Metz, MIT Technology review, April 4, 2013). This model moves beyond traditional 

models that treat privacy solely as a legal obligation and sees user privacy solutions as an area of 

opportunity and business innovation.  

 “Trust” is an important factor in this new type of business model, where users’ trust in 

the data protection and privacy safeguards of the services and applications they use could be seen as 

a now fundamental type of capital. A Pew Internet study from 2012 for example showed that 57% 

app users have either uninstalled an app over concerns about having to share their personal 

information, or declined to install an app in the first place for similar reasons. The public outcry and 

prompt industry response to the recent revelations about US based NSA surveillance programs not 

only illustrate how trust is key to political and social relations, but also how it is clearly perceived 

as a market demand, an opportunity for new successful business models, and a threat to existing 

models and services that simply conceive privacy as an ancillary function to media based 

information exchanges.  

 

Privacy as Innovation 

A momentum for new privacy oriented innovations, and privacy enhancing technologies and 

services. Throughout history conceptual, legal and societal challenges to the private and cultural 

sphere of people have always inspired innovative inventions. From the “bathing machines” 

protecting female swimmers from the public eye on beaches at the turn of last century and the 

“Hush-A-Phone” muffling sound device of the early telephone era, to this Century’s privacy 



enhancing solutions for internet use, privacy enhancing technologies have adapted to an evolving 

social reality where new tools and new social contexts and social rules intervene and interrelate 

redefining the definitions of the public and private sphere. Early computer cryptographers made a 

clear distinction between a private sphere that urgently needed protection from a clear cut public 

sphere. While many of today’s privacy enhancing technologies have been developed on a more 

nuanced view of the public and private spheres providing users with greater control over their 

personal data or the choice of anonymity. Recent events have clearly shown that the technological 

evolution and the public debate over the right to privacy is far from over, paving the way for the 

demand of new technological solutions and services that aid an user driven redefinition of online 

privacy. 

 

The case of youth: Privacy as a form of empowerment and market demand 

One common misinformed notion about the contemporary young online generation is that they do 

not care about privacy. Most are growing up with open networks and many, the argument goes, are 

avid online sharers that willingly develop their everyday lives in intrinsically public social 

networks. This argument normally precedes a case for lesser privacy control and more open 

networks and a case for a culturally diminishing interest in privacy. Challenging this view, recent 

studies have finally shown that although online sharing is indeed the default, issues of control and 

empowerment over the treatment of their data remain a concern to young people that value a more 

personal redefinition of privacy. 

 In the survey “Teens’ Private and Public Lives on Social Media” released by the 

Danish Think Tank DigitalYouth in February 2013, only 16% of the teens interviewed thought that 

it was not important if what they share on social media was seen by others than their friends, while 

51% claimed that it was crucial that they had control over whom had access to their information. 

The 2012 Pew Internet and Berkmann Centre’s survey “Teens, Social Media and Privacy” showed 

that US teens act upon this demand of empowerment and control by “… taking a variety of 

technical and non-technical steps to manage the privacy of that information.”. Danah Boyd has in 

her work (Boyd  & Marwick, 2011, p, 2) revealed that today’s younger generation seems to be 

acting upon a different type of privacy tuned into the open social networks and that they have 

adapted by developing “intricate strategies to achieve privacy goals”. Their practices demonstrate 

that the conception of privacy as a social norm has evolved from a clear cut distinction between the 

private and public sphere, into a demand for an increased personal control of personal online 

identity and integrity, online social rules and ethics, user empowerment and transparency in services 

and a demand for control “... achieved through a wide array of social practices configured by 

structural conditions”.  

 In conclusion a new generation is emerging for whom privacy in the traditional sense 

of the word has evolved into personal empowerment and control of “social privacy” where a clear 

distinction about public and private is not as important as their ability to be provided the tools to 

control and decide over their own contextual definitions of privacy. It is in this sense that youth’s 

heavy media user demand simply represents the emerging demand for development and innovation 

in policy and technical tools that guarantee a contemporary, evolving, fluid and personalized 



definition of privacy. Youth interests and demands simply provide an insight in the future demands 

of the market and a fundamental indication of the forthcoming essential drivers for innovation.     
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